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QUESTION 1

What is the correct navigation path to create Account Integrations? 

A. Admin > Accounts >Add >Integration 

B. Admin > Accounts > Integration > Add 

C. Admin > Process Definition > Integrations > List > Add 

D. Admin > Accounts > Import >Integration > Add 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

How should an administrator set up a conditional restriction for access to a Product Family? 

A. by providing conditional access criteria in the Restricted Access section of the home page setup 

B. by setting up a restricted profile and user group in Commerce and hiding the add, reconfigure, and delete product
options 

C. by hiding the model Punch-In on the home page by using JavaScript 

D. by writing a Constraint rule at the Product Family level 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

There are two single-select attributes in an array set. The first single-select attribute shows a list of countries and the
second attribute shows a list of states. Which is the most efficient way to show relevant states based on chosen
country? 

A. Use the Hiding rule, which is the only possible option, because arrays do not do not support Constraint rules. 

B. Create Hiding rules for each country with Simple Conditions, and then select valid states for the Action attribute. In
this case, the number of Hiding rules will be equal to the number of countries. 

C. Create a Constraint rule for each country in the drop-down list by using Simple Conditions and select valid states for
the Action attribute of the rule. In this case, number of rules will be equal to the number of countries in the list. 

D. Load all country and state combinations in a data table and write a Constraint rule to lookup the data table. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which attribute type cannot be displayed on the line item grid? 

A. Single-select menu attributes 

B. Currency attributes 

C. HTML attributes 

D. Text attributes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to create a Document Designer template that contains text in multiple columns. How do you add multiple
columns to the template? 

A. Set the number of columns to be used in the Text Element Properties panel. 

B. Drag a Column Text Element to the appropriate section of the template. 

C. Set the number of columns to be used in the Section Properties panel. 

D. Select the appropriate options for the number of columns you want in the Text Element Properties panel. 

E. Click the Column Section icon in the floating Layout Item palette. 

Correct Answer: C 
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